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- Choose where you want to go tonight?
  a) Dinner
  b) Movie

- Choose transportation
  a) Car
  b) Taxi
    - If Car then Car is broken down
    - If Taxi then Taxi didn’t show
    - Take the bus

- If Dinner then at Dinner
  a) Bottle of Wine?
    - Yes
    - No
  b) Eat?
    - Steak
    - Chicken
    - Chef Surprise

- If Movie then at Movie
  a) Get Popcorn
    - Yes
    - No
  b) Choose Movie
    - Horror
    - Comedy

- Where to now?
  a) Coffee
  b) Bar

- Run into Nigel who asks for money

- If Coffee then enter Coffee house

- If Bar then enter Bar

- Receive flyer for speaker at the town center tomorrow. Topic of discussion: “If you didn’t have anything to live for, you better have something to die for”
• If Coffee then choose what you want to do
  a) Order Coffee
  b) Recite Poetry
  c) Go Home
  (If Go Home is not chosen then choices loop for up to 4 times when the place closes. If
  Recite poetry is chosen all 4 times user gets beat up by audience for expressing too many
  personal viewpoints)

• If Bar then choose what you want to do
  a) Purchase Beer
  b) Get the hard stuff
  c) Go Home
  (If Go Home is not chosen then choices loop for up to 4 times when the place closes. If
  Get the hard stuff is chosen all 4 times user ends up in jail for starting a drunken brawl.)